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ON COMPLEMENTATION
OF VECTOR-VALUED HARDY SPACES

WOLFGANG HENSGEN

(Communicated by Paul S. Muhly)

Abstract. Let X be a complex Banach space and 1 < p < oo. HP(X) resp.

hp{X) denote the Hardy spaces of X-valued analytic resp. harmonic functions

on the disc. LP(X) is the Lebesgue-Bochner space of X-valued integrable

functions on the circle and HP(X) its Hardy-type subspace {/ € LP(X): ¡(n) =

0 Vn < 0}. It is proved that the following four conditions are equivalent:

HP(X) is complemented in hp(X); the canonical analytic (or Riesz) projection

is a bounded operator hp{X) -► HP{X); HP(X) is complemented in LP(X);

analytic projection is a bounded operator LP(X) —» HP(X). It is well known

that the last condition, in turn, is equivalent to the UMD property of X.

1. Introduction and statement of result. For 1 < p < oo, let LP(T, X) be

the Lebesgue space on the unit circle T with normalized Lebesgue measure A, and

let Hp C Lp be the usual Hardy space (so Hp = {f eLp: f(n) = 0 Vn < 0}, where

fin) — fo*e~intfielt)Û 1S tne nin Fourier coefficient of /; n G Z). The famous

M. Riesz theorem [15, p. 151ff.] states that for 1 < p < oo, Hp is complemented

in Lp by the canonical "analytic (or Riesz) projection" / h-> fa, where fa is that

Lp function with Fourier series Yn°=o fin)eint- F°r P = 1 or p = oo, / i—> fa is not

a bounded operator in || • ||p (on the trigonometric polynomials, say). Actually, by

Newman's theorem, H1 is not complemented in L1 at all, and the same is true for

H°° in L°° [15, p. 154ff.]. There is a beautiful proof of Newman's theorem due to

Rudin. Quoting Hoffman [15, p. 154ff.], "the idea of the proof is to show that if

there is any bounded projection of L1 onto H1 then the 'natural' projection must

be bounded.... The proof...works equally well for projections from Lp to Hp as long

as 1 < p < oo; that is, the proof shows that if there is any bounded projection from

Lp to Hp, then the natural projection is bounded." The purpose of this article is

to show that this " principle" remains true in a Banach space valued setting. It

is perhaps worth noting that Rudin's proof uses Banach space valued integration

although the theorem deals exclusively with scalar functions.

Let F be a complex Banach space and Lp(Y) — LP(X;Y) be the Lebesgue-

Bochner space which is assumed to be familiar to the reader [7, II]. In view of Hp,s

definition above, one natural F-valued Hp space is HP(V") := {/ G Lp(Y):f(n) =

0 Vn < 0} C Lp(Y), where again f(n) = f¡"e~intfit)£ G Y is the nth Fourier

coefficient of /; n G Z. It is part of the result of this paper (stated at the end of
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§1) that HP(F) is complemented in LP(Y) (if and) only if it is so by the natural

analytic projection; the proof of this fact alone would be a verbatim copy of Rudin's

proof in [15, p. 154].

On the other hand, the most classical definition of Hp is, of course, Hp —

{/:Ö-»C analytic: ||/||p < oo}, where D is the unit disc and

p2-k j±

11/11? = sup/     \f(re«)\p-        (p<oo)
r<l Jo 27r

resp. Il/lloo = supzeD [f(z)\. (As is well known, the two Hp spaces are isomet-

ric via Poisson integral resp. boundary values [15, Chapters 3 and 4].) This

holomorphic definition also easily generalizes rendering the Y-valued Hp space

Hp(Y) = {f:D^Y analytic: ||/||p < oo}, where

f2* dt
H/Iß = sup/     ||/(relt)||£-        (p<oo)

r<lj0 2*

resp. H/lloo = supaeD ||/(^)||y. Now Poisson integral, in general, embeds HP(Y)

isometrically only as a closed subspace into HP(Y), and an HP(Y) function need

not possess any radial limits (not even weak* in Y" [10 ex. 1, 13, (2.17), (3.3)]).

Nevertheless, there is a Banach space LY(X',X) of Gel'fand integrable X'-valued

functions, where X is any Banach space such that Y C X', with the property that

every / G HP(Y) is the Poisson (-Gel'fand) integral of a unique <p G LY(X',X).

This identifies HP(Y) isometrically with the subspace

LpYa(X', X) := {<p e LPy (X1, X): <p(n) = 0 Vn < 0}

of Lpy(X',X), completely analogous to the inclusion UP(Y) c LP(Y). See §2 for

details. The main assertion now is that also HP(Y) is complemented in LY(X',X)

(if and) only if it is so by the natural analytic projection. The proof, again, follows

Rudin's idea but is technically more complicated since it has to use the Gel'fand

instead of the Bochner integral. Moreover, the two complementation assertions for

Hp(Y) resp. HP(Y) are equivalent.

Before writing down the theorem completely, I want to eliminate the auxil-

iary space X and the artificially looking L^r(X',X). In fact via Poisson integral

Lpy(X',X) S hp(Y) := {f:D -* Y harmonic: \\f\\p < oo} for 1 < p < oo, where
||/||p is defined as above; the inclusion LYa(X',X) C LY(X',X) just translates

into the natural HP(Y) c hp(Y), and the analytic projection of an hp(Y) function

/(«") = E"=-ootfnr|B|eint is fa(z) = \Zñ=oynZn. The details are given in §2.

We are thus led to the following final formulation of the

THEOREM. Let 1 < p < oo and Y a Banach space. The following four asser-

tions are equivalent.

(l°)(a) The analytic projection f ►-> fa is a bounded operator LP(Y) —► W(Y).

(b) The analytic projection f i—► fa is a bounded operator hp(Y) —► HP(Y).

(2°)(a) W(Y) is complemented in LP(Y).

(b) HP(Y) is complemented in hp(Y).

The extreme values p = l,co have been excluded since, modulo scalar theory,

the situation is trivial in these cases, cf. Remark 3.3.
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For dual spaces Y, the equivalence of (l°)(a) and (b) is contained in [3, Theorem

3.1]. It is part of the folklore ([3, p. 1057, 5, Lemmas 3 and 4, 6, p. 66, 11]; see

[13, §5] for a detailed exposition) that condition (l°)(a) is equivalent to the || • ||p

boundedness of the Y-valued Hilbert transform. By the work of Burkholder [5, 6]

and Bourgain [1] this, in turn, is equivalent to the probabilistic "UMD" condition

onF.

This work is part of my doctoral thesis [13] written at the University of Munich.

2. Preliminaries on vector-valued Hardy spaces. For a detailed discussion

of the following, cf. [13, §§0, 1, 2 and 5]. I repeat that the basic theory of the

Bochner integral and Bochner-Lebesgue spaces LP(X) — LP(X;X) is supposed to

be known [7, II]. I am going to explain the less familiar notion of Gel'fand integral

and the spaces LP(X', X) first. In what follows, X, Y are (complex) Banach spaces,

X' denotes the dual of X, and 1 < p, q < oo.

2.1 Get fand integral; spaces LP(X',X). A function f:T —* X' is called scalarly

integrable (w.r.t. X) if the function (x,f):T —* C is integrable for all x G X.

In this case, for any Borel set E C T, the Gel'fand integral (G) fEfdX G X' is

well defined by the formula {x,(G)fEfdX) := fE{x,f)dX,x G X [7, p. 53]. The
symbol (G) will often be suppressed.

Now recall that the Banach lattice LP(A;R) is order complete [18, p. 4], i.e.

every order bounded subset of IP has a supremum in Lp (supremum in the sense

of order in Lp, denoted by Lp-sup). Put

&P(X', X) = &P(X; X', X) := {/: T -* X': (x, f) e Lp    Vx G X

and {{x, /): ||x|| < 1} is order bounded in Lp}.

Following Bukhvalov and Danilevich [3, 0., 4, 1.], one defines for / G J?P(X',X)

the Lp function v¡ := Lp — sup^n«^ |(x, /)| and the seminorm ||/||p := ||t>/||P.

The null space of the seminorm || ■ ||p on 2'P(X',X) is easily recognized as {/ G

S?V(X',X): Vx G X:{x,f) = 0 a.e.}. (Note that in the formulation "Vx G

X: {x, f) =0 a.e." the exceptional null set depends on x. Typical example: /: T —►

l2(T), f(t) := et, the ith unit vector. We have ||/(-)|| = 1, but ||/||p = 0.)

Finally, put LP(X',X) = LP(X;X',X) := £?p(X',X)/\\ ■ [[^(O) with the as-

sociated norm \\<p\\p = ||/||p (/ G ip G LP(X',X)). For <p G LP(X',X), (x,<p) G

Lp (x e X) and (G) fE<pdX (iJcT Borel) are well defined, since independent of

the choice of representative. Obviously, we have LP(X') C LP(X',X) as a closed

subspace (i.e., the canonical map is an isometry, cf. e.g. [13, (0.5)4°]).

Now let l/p + l/<7 = 1, / G LpiX), g G L"(X',X). It is not hard to see

[13, (0.5) 5°] that (f,g):T -> C is a (well-defined!) member of L1 satisfying

It K/> ff)l ̂  ^ I l/l Ip I Iff II« so tnat ff acts ä5 a bounded linear functional of norm at
most \[g\[a on LP(X). The importance of the space Lq(X',X) lies in the fact that

it is the exact dual space of LP(X) (1 < p < oo):

THEOREM.   Let X be a Banach space, 1 < p < oo, l/p+ 1/q = 1.  The map

L«(X',X)^Lp(X)',    g^J(;g)dX

is a (well-defined) isometric isomorphism. ( "Isomorphism" is meant to include

surjectivity.)
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This description of LP(X)' is due to Bukhvalov [2, Theorem 7, 3, Theorem 0.1].

It is in a canonical sense equivalent [13, (0.7)] to the perhaps more widespread rep-

resentation of LP(X)' due to Ionescu-Tulcea [16, VII Theorem 7 Corollary, Theorem

9 Corollary].

2.2 Poisson integral; spaces LY(X',X). For <p G LP(X',X), we denote by <p(n) =

j02n e-int<p(t)^ e X' the nth Fourier coefficient (n G Z) and by P[<p]:D -» X',

P[ip]ire%e) := f0* Pr(6 — t)ip(t)^ the Poisson integral of ¡p. (The integrals are, of

course, Gel'fand integrals.) Here Pr is the Poisson kernel, Pr(t) = (1 — r2)/(l —

2rcosi + r2). An easy computation yields, as in the scalar case, P[<p](rel$) =

12n=-oo lr?(rc)r'n'etne with absolutely and in D locally uniformly convergent series.

Now let Y C X' be a Banach subspace. The following conditions on <p G

LP(X',X) are equivalent [13, Lemma (1.5)]:

[ pdXeY   VEcT Borel;     [ gfdXeY    Vff G Lq ( - + - = 1
Je Jt \P     9

<p(n)eY    VnGZ;    P[<p](z)eY   Vz G D.

The space of those <p G LP(X',X) is denoted by LY(X',X); obviously LP(Y) C

LY(X',X) C Lp(X',X) as closed subspaces.

2.3 Vector-valued hp-spaces. We define hp(Y) :— {u:D -+Y harmonic: ||u||p <

oo} where ||u||p = supr<1 ||ur||P and ur:T —► V; ur(elt) := u(relt). A word on the

notion of a Banach space valued harmonic function seems in order. Exactly as in the

better known case of holomorphic functions [14, Chapter III.2] any two reasonable

definitions of harmonicity for a Banach space valued function are equivalent. To be

more specific, any of the following conditions on u:D —► Y implies all the others

[13 (1.3)]:
(i) u is strongly harmonic, i.e. u G C2(D, Y) and Au = 0.

(ii) u is weakly harmonic, i.e. (u,y') is harmonic \/y' G Y'.

(iii) (If Y = X') u is weak* harmonic, i.e. (x, u) is harmonic Vx G X.

(iv) 3yn e Y (n G Z) such that u(reie) = ££°=_00î/n'-|n|ein'> in D with abso-

lutely and locally uniformly convergent series.

The following Poisson integral representation theorem [13, Theorem (1.5)] is

essentially a concise formulation of results of Grossetête [9, §1] and Bukhvalov [3,

Theorem 2.3]. Let Y C X' as in 2.2 (e.g., X := Y').

THEOREM.   The Poisson integral defines

(1°) an isometry P:LY(X',X) -* hl(Y), <p i-> P[p],

(2°) an isometric isomorphism P:LY(X',X) —► hp(Y), ip i—> P[<p] if 1 < p < oo.

For the sake of clarity, I remark that the isometry in (1°) is never surjective

(except Y = 0). The full representation space for h*(Y) would be M(Y), the space

of F-valued (rj-additive) vector measures with bounded variation on the Borel sets

of T [9, §1, 12, Theorem 3.1, 13, Theorem (1.5), 19, Theorem 2.3]. The space

LYiX',X) appearing above corresponds via the identification ip i-> ipdX exactly

to the subspace MC(Y) consisting of A-absolutely continuous members of M(Y)

([13, Theorem (0.8) 4°]; this is essentially the "generalized theorem of Lebesgue-

Nikodym" [8, §13, Theorem 5]).

2.4 Vector-valued Hp spaces; spaces LY¡a(X',X). We define HP(Y) := {/ G

hp(Y):f is analytic}.   See [14, Chapter III.2] for the notion of analyticity of a
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Banach space valued function. Let again Y C X' as in 2.2 and define LY a (X1, X) :=

{ip G LY(X',X):(p(n) = 0 Vn < 0}, the subspace of "analytic" members of

LY(X',X). By the series expansion of P[p] given in 2.2 it is obvious that for

<p e LY(X',X), ip e LpYa(X',X) iff P[ip] is analytic. Therefore, at least if p > 1,

the following Poisson integral representation theorem is a trivial consequence of the

preceding one. It is due to Ryan [20, Theorems 1 and 3, 21, Theorem 2] in special

cases and Bukhvalov [3, Theorem 2.7] in general form. Cf. also [13, Theorem (2.5)].

THEOREM. For 1 < p < oo, the Poisson integral defines an isometric isomor-

phism

P:LYJX',X)^Hp(Y),<p^P[<p}.

In view of Theorem 2.3 (1°) and the remarks following it, the theorem for p = 1

is tantamount to the knowledge that every "analytic" member of M(Y) is already

in MC(Y), i.e. the vector-valued F. and M. Riesz theorem [9, 2. Corollary, 13,

Theorem (2.3), 17, p. 316, 21, Theorem 1] which in turn is a trivial consequence

of the scalar-valued one.

Finally, let HP(F) := {<p e LP(Y): <p(n) =0 Vn < 0} be the space of "analytic"

members of LP(Y). In other words, HP(F) = LYa(X',X)nLp(Y), intersection in

LPY(X',X).

2.5 Analytic projection. Let ip G L1(Y). If there exists ip G Ll(Y) with (formal)

Fourier series ip ~ J3^L0 <p(n)eint, this (necessarily unique) ip is called the "analytic

projection" of <p, denoted by <pa. Obviously, <pa G H1 (F) if existent. The precise

meaning of condition (l°)(a) in the theorem is thus:

(l°)(a) 3AP < oo   V<p e Lp(Y)3<pa e L"(Y) such that

oo

<pa ~ J2 <Pin)eint     and     \\<pa\\p < Ap\\<p\\p.
71=0

On the other hand, since F-valued trigonometric polynomials J2n=-N Vneint

(JV G Z, yn e Y) are dense in LP(Y), 1 < p < oo [13, Lemma (3.2)] and ¡p r-> ip(n)

is a continuous map LP(Y) —> F, (l°)(a) is equivalent to || • ||p boundedness of

ip >—► ¡pa on the F-valued trigonometric polynomials <p.

The situation is somewhat easier for harmonic functions on the disc, since

there is no existence problem. Let u: D —► F be harmonic. By the remarks

on harmonicity in 2.3 u has an (of course unique) series expansion u(rel6) =

537^L_0O2/n'"'"'em'', yn e Y, absolutely and locally uniformly convergent in D.

Then ua(z) := Y^=oynZn is plainly also absolutely and locally uniformly conver-

gent in D and thus an analytic function ua:D —+ F, called the analytic projection

of u. The meaning of condition (l°)(b) in the theorem is now clear.

Finally, observe that these two definitions of analytic projection correspond to

each other via Poisson integral. That is, if tp G LX(Y) and tpa G Ll(Y) exists, then
P[<p]a = P[<pa].

3. Proof of theorem. Noting that the implications (l°)(a)=>(2°)(a) and

(l°)(b)=>(2°)(b) are trivial, I will first show the equivalence of (l°)(a) and (b).

Then I will prove that (2°)(a) or (b) implies (l°)(a). This will establish the as-

serted equivalence of all four conditions.
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3.1 Proof of (l°)(a)<=>(b). The implication "<=" is almost trivial in view of

the remark made in 2.5, namely that (l°)(a) is equivalent to || • ||p boundedness of

analytic projection of trigonometric polynomials: Let <p be a F-valued trigonometric

polynomial. By theorem 2.3,

lba||HP(Y) = \\P[<pa]\[HP(Y) = \\P[<p]a\\HHY)

< Ap\\P[<p]\\hHY) = AP\\<P\\lp(Y),

where Ap is the norm of the analytic projection in (l°)(b).

Turning to the reverse implication, assume that (l°)(a) is true with norm Ap,

and let u e hp(Y), «(re**) = £"=_«, V»r|n|ein* (yn G F; cf. 2.3). Fix R < 1

for the moment, and denote, as in 2.3, by ur:T —► F the (continuous) func-

tion UR(e%t) — u(Relt). Plainly, ur G LP(Y) and ||ufi||x,P(y) < ||u||flp(y). Since

UR(elt) = E^L-oo 2/n-ñ'"'emt converges even uniformly on T, the latter series is

the Fourier series of ur. By assumption, there exists uR G LP(Y), ||u^||p <

Ap||ur||p < Ap||u||p, with (formal) Fourier series uR ~ Y^=oVnPne%nt■ (Trivially,

much more could be said about uR and the series, but nothing more is needed.)

Now let F C X' as in 2.2 and 1/q + 1/p = 1. (uaR)R<i is a net in LP(Y) C

LPy(X',X) c Lp(X',X) = L"(X)' (Theorem 2.1), bounded by Ap||u||p. By the
Banach-Alaoglu theorem, there is a a(Lp(X',X),L,(X))-accumulation point <p of

(ur)r<i with \[<p\\p < Ap||u||p. I claim that <p ~ ££L0 2/netni: For any ip G Lq(X),

fT(ip, <p) dX is an accumulation point (as R —* 1) of fT(ip, uR) dX. Fix x G X and

n G Z and take ip(t)  := xe~%nt.   Then (x, <p(n)) is an accumulation point (as

R -> 1) of (x,u%(n)) = (x,Äny„XN0(n)) —^ {^2/nXN0("))- Thus (x,^(n)) =

(zi ynXN0(n)) f°r all x G X, n G Z and the claim is proved. It implies in particular

that tp e LpYaiX',X), so that P[<p] e HpiY), \\P[<p)\\p = \\<p\\p < Ap[\u[\p. But

P\V\{*) = laLo»»*", L«., J°b] = «a e Hp(Y), ||ua||p < Ap||u||p.    D
A note for expert readers: if F satisfies (l°)(a), then, as noted in the intro-

duction, the F-valued Hubert transform is || • ||p-bounded which implies that F is

superreflexive (e.g. [1, 11]). In particular, F has the Radon-Nikodym property. But

then, by the work of Bukhvalov and Danilevich [4], Poisson integral defines isomet-

ric isomorphisms LP(Y) = hp(Y) and HP(F) S HP(Y). Since analytic projection

commutes with the Poisson isomorphism (see 2.5), (l°)(b) is now tautologically the

same as (l°)(a). On the other hand, the self-contained, direct proof given above

seems to me to be the natural one, whereas the approach just sketched would be

similar to proving there are infinitely many primes by using the prime number

theorem.

3.2 Proof o/(2°)(a)=»(l°)(a) and (2°)(b)=>(l°)(a). See §1 for the idea (namely,

Rudin's) of proof. In particular, as is stated there already, (2°)(a) =>(l°)(a) could

be proved by a verbatim copy of [15, p. 154]. This is because, as in the scalar

case, rotation in the argument of a Bochner integrable function ip G LP(Y) is a

continuous map T -► LP(Y) (1 < p < oo, [14, 3.8]). Let F C X'. Then condition

(2°)(b), carried over to the circle T by means of the Poisson isomorphism 2.3, reads

(2°)(b') LpYa(X',X) is complemented in LY(X',X),

and for any only Get fand integrable function <p G LP(X',X) the above mentioned

continuity property fails in general (consider, e.g., <p:T —► /°°, <p(t) := (em*)n€N).
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Nevertheless, it enters the proof of (2°)(b) =>(l°)(a), too, in a more hidden fashion,

though.

The two implications will now be proved simultaneously. Either of the conditions

(2°)(a) and (2°)(b) (in the form (2°)(b')) imply the

Hypothesis. 3S:LP(Y) — LpYa(X',X) bounded linear such that 5|HP(F) =

idHPtYy

Assertion. Analytic projection is bounded in 11 • | |p on the F-valued trigonometric

polynomials (as remarked in 2.5, this is equivalent to (l°)(a)).

I need the following

LEMMA. Let l < p < oo, 1/p + 1/q = 1, m e Z and Fm:Lp(X',X) -» X',

f •—► f(m). Suppose that tp:T —► LP(X',X) = Lq(X)' is scalarly integrable

(w.r.t. Lq(X)). Then Fm o <p:T —► X' is scalarly integrable (w.r.t. X) and

Fm[(G) fT <pdX] = (G) ¡TFmopdX.

From now on, JT will be abbreviated to /, and the duality between Lq(X) and

Lp(X',X) will often be denoted by (•, •), too.

PROOF OF LEMMA. Fm o <p: T -> X' is scalarly integrable: Let x G X. Now

(x, Fm[<p(0))) = (x, (G) I e-mVW(i)^) = f(xe~imt, <p{W))^

= J{g(t),<p(m))^ = {g,vW)

(where g G LqiX), git) := xe~%mt). This is integrable in d, just by the assumption

on <p. Asserted equality: Fix x G X. By definition of the Gel'fand integral, we have

(x,(G) I FmopdX) = I(x,Fm[ip(ê)])^ = I(g,^))^,

where g is as above.   On the other hand, with $> :— (G)f<pdX G LP(X',X) —

Lq(X)', we have

(x,Fm^(G) I <pdX } = {x,Fm[*]) = (x,(G) Ie-'mt<¡>(t)^)

= j(xe-mt,m))^ = {g,^

= (g,(G)j<pdXJ=j(g,v)dX.   Q.E.D.

(A good exercise in unravelling definitions.)

Proof of assertion assuming hypothesis. Let l < p < oo, l/p+l/q - 1.
For i? G T, f G LPY(X',X) define Rof(t) := f(d +1). Clearly R<>f G LPY(X',X),

\\R*f\\p = II/IIp. / 6 Lp(Y) implies fyf G LP(Y), and / G LpYa(X',X) implies
Rdf e L^ra(X',X). Now let / G LP(Y) be a trigonometric polynomial.

CLAIM 1. <p:T -» Lp(X',X) = Lq(X)', ß >->■ R-^SRof is scalarly integrable.

PROOF. W.l.o.g., / is a monomial f(t) = yeint with fixed y G F, n G Z.

Then, for ti e T, R#f(t) = yein^+t"> = e™* f(t), i.e., R#f = ein*f, so that

<p(d) = (R-#S)(Rof) = einéR^Sf = e^R-^g, putting g := Sf. The claim says
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that for any h G Lq(X), the scalar function ê i-> (h, <p(d)) is integrable. Now

dt

2¿

dt

'2k

„iwd

{hM*)) = j\h{t)MW))

= j{h(t),e™»(R^g)(t))

j(h(t),g(t-d))^

= ein* J(h(t + ti),g(t))dt

2k

= e™»j(R»h(t),g(t))^

= elnê(R#h,g)

(R# now also operates Lq(X) —► Lq(X)). This calculation reduces matters to the

Bochner integrable case: For h G Lq(X), the map T —► Lq(X), ê v-y Roh, is even

continuous [14, 3.8], and so is the function under consideration d i—► (h,<p(d)) =

e*n" (Roh, g). Claim 1 is proved.

For any trigonometric polynomial / G LP(Y) we can thus define

Sf := (G) J R-oSRof^ e Lp(X', X).

CLAIM 2. S:{f e LP(Y): f is a trigonometric polynomial} -» LP(X',X) is

bounded.

PROOF. Since LP(X',X) = Lq(X)', we have for any trigonometric polynomial

/GLp(F)

||5/||p - sup{\{h,Sf)\: h e Lq(X), \\h\\q < 1}

= sup | J(h,R_#SR<,f)^ : h e Lq(X), [\h\\q < 1J

f f dd 1
< sup ij \{h,R-#SR#f)[ — : h e Lq(X),\[h[[a < l|

<I|5||||/||P;

the last inequality because

\(h,R^SRof)\ < \\h\\a \\R-*SR4f\\p < \\S\\ \\f\\p.

CLAIM 3. S is the analytic projection.

PROOF. It suffices to show this for monomials f(t) = t/e*"*; y G F, n G Z fixed.

Case 1. n > 0. Then / G HP(F), whence R¿>f G HP(F) and SR#f = R#f, by

assumption on S. But then R-#SR#f = f, independently of d, so that 5/ = f =
Ia-

Case 2. n < 0. Then fa = 0, so we must show Sf = 0 (in LP(X',X)). To

this end, the lemma will be used to prove that all Fourier coefficients of Sf vanish

(then we conclude (x,Sf)A(m) = (x,(Sf)A(m)) — 0, all x G X, m e Z, whence

(x,Sf) = 0, all x G X, which is the assertion).    So let m G Z be fixed and
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Fm: LP(X', X) —► X', f i—y f(m) as in the lemma. The latter makes Fmoip scalarly

integrable and gives

Fm[Sf} = Fm\i(G)Jp(#)^=(G)JFm[<p(d)]^.

As computed in the proof of claim 1, for f(t) = yeint, we have £>(t?) — ein^R-#g,

putting g := Sf. Thus

Fm[<p{d)} = ein°Fm[R-<,g]

_    ¿nt? (G) J e-imt(R^g)(t)^

^(G) /"( -imtg{t_d)*_

= et(n-m)*(G) Í e-imtg(t)^-
J 27T

= g<("-»")*^(m).

If m < 0, this is already zero for all t?, since g = 5/ G Lya(X',X); so much

the more is Fm[Sf] = JFm[p(-d)]^ = 0. If m > 0, the above yields Fm[Sf] =

(27I-)-1 /e*(n-m><> ddg(m) = 0, since n < 0 < m.    Q.E.D.

The following remark, which is trivial modulo scalar theory, completes the the-

orem as regards the extreme exponents p = 1, oo. In its formulation, H1(Y) is

identified with LYa(X',X) (see Theorem 2.4).

3.3 REMARK. Suppose 0 t¿ F C X'. The following inclusions are not comple-

mented:

H1(F)CL1(F),    H1(Y)CL1Y(X',X)    (whence also Hl(Y) c h1 (F)),

H°°(F) c L°°(Y),    H00(Y)ch°°(Y).

PROOF. For F = C, the assertions are in [15, p. 154 f.] (Newman's theo-

rem). Choose x G X, y G F with (x,y) = 1. Suppose, e.g., 5:L1(F) —► H1 (F)

were a projection, then Sc'L1 —y H1, f r-> (x, S[fy]) would be a projection, too;

contradiction. The other assertions are proved in the same way.

For H1 (F), H°°(F) the remark is due to Bukhvalov [3, Theorem 3.9] who ob-

served that these assertions can be proved "just as in the scalar case". On the other

hand, the proof of the main theorem works equally well for p = oo (curiously, not

for p = 1!) giving the remark for H°°(F), H°°(Y).
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